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CMS Cepcor™ exports products globally to over 100 countries.

A leading global supplier to the mining  
and aggregate industries
Manufacturer and supplier of premium crusher parts
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CMS Cepcor™ manufacturing facilities in the UK include high capacity CNC, milling, turning, 
boring, slotting, grinding and drilling alongside automatic welding, co-ordinate measuring 
and material testing.

Manufacturer and supplier of premium crusher parts

Lloyds Register Quality Assurance ISO9001:2008

Replacement crusher parts engineered and 
manufactured in the United Kingdom
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Premium crusher liners
High performance manganese and alloy steel wear parts

Proven performance

CMS Cepcor™ crusher chamber liners are proven in mining 
and aggregate production to achieve and often exceed the 
performance benchmark of the equivalent OEM crusher 
liners.

CMS Cepcor™ offers multiple alloy options including our 
premium range M14, M18 and M21 manganese steel 
materials.
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Custom gyratory liners
CMS Cepcor™ custom gyratory liners can optimise  
your crushing chambers performance.

CMS Cepcor™ are authorised UK and export  
distributors of Korrobond crusher backing  
compound and release agent products.

     Korrobond crusher backing
        Leading epoxy crusher backing compound
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Replacement crusher parts
The genuine alternative to your original equipment manufacturer

CMS Cepcor™ is widely accepted as the genuine 
alternative to the original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) for replacement crusher spare parts.
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Crusher spare parts  
engineered in the UK

CMS Cepcor™ manufacturing facilities in the United 
Kingdom include high capacity CNC milling, turning, 
boring, slotting, grinding, drilling, welding and hydraulic 
pressing alongside FARO® co-ordinate measuring and 
SPECTRO material testing.

Brands supported
Allis-Chalmers | Atlas Copco™| Bergeaud | Brown Lenox | Cedarapids | CFBK | Extec | Fintec | FLSmidth®| Fuller Traylor | Goodwin Barsby | Hartl | 
Hazemag  Kemco | Kleestrack | Kleeman Reiner | Krupp | Kue-Ken | Lokomo | Metso® | Morgardshammar | Nordberg | Osborn | Parker | Pegson |  
Pilot | Powerscreen | Sandvik®| Svedala | Symons | Telsmith | Terex®| Tesab + more 
All CMS Cepcor™ compatible crusher parts are manufactured and warranted by CMS Cepcor™.

Commitment to quality
CMS Cepcor™ recognises that modern crushers demand replacement parts manufactured to exacting material 
grades and dimensional tolerance.  CMS Cepcor™ parts are designed, manufactured and quality assured to be 
compatible with original parts specifications.
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Certified crusher re-build facility
Crusher repairs and service to original factory tolerance
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The leading multi-brand crusher
service provider

Certified crusher technicians are available to 
complete on-site parts installation, crusher 
service and a wide range of gyratory, jaw, 
cone and impact crushers worldwide.

CMS Cepcor™ are a leading supplier to UK quarrying groups for scheduled cone crusher  
liner changes and servicing, minimising downtime and ensuring cost effective operations.

The leading multi-brand crusher
service provider
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“To complement our range of premium crusher spare parts  
CMS Cepcor™ stocks quality UK manufactured replacement 
parts to suit popular asphalt and screening plants used in  
mining, aggregate and asphalt production.”

Screen and Asphalt
Replacement parts for asphalt and screening

Brands supported
ACP Titan | Allis Chalmers | Ammann | Benninghoven | Braham Millar | Bristows | Goodwin Barsby | Marini | Mixlance | Niagara | Quadratec |  
Parker Plant | Phoenix Transworld | Via Nova | Stothert & Pitt | Svedala 
All CMS Cepcor™ compatible crusher parts are manufactured and warranted by CMS Cepcor™.



“To complement our range of premium crusher spare parts  
CMS Cepcor™ stocks quality UK manufactured replacement 
parts to suit popular asphalt and screening plants used in  
mining, aggregate and asphalt production.”
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The range of new Goodwin Barsby Series 5 jaw crushers, 
Granulators and vibrating grizzly feeders are UK manufactured 
and have evolved by improving on the tried and tested design.

CMS Cepcor ™ have a wide range of used
and refurbished crushers available in stock.
See our crushers website for details.

UK manufactured  
Crushers and Feeders
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Authorised distributor

Global support

Authorised distributor

Global support


